Repair Instructions for the Display Board and Main Control board for the VT-60

Display Board Changing

1. Remove the applied strip from the control board to reveal the four control board screws (See Image 1).

2. Remove the four screws from the control board cover (image 2) and carefully remove the cover (image 3).
3. Remove the four screws from the display boars (image 4) and disconnect the two wires (image 5).
4. Replace the display board.
   a. Connect the two wires and fasten the four fixture screws on the display board.
   b. Fasten the four screws on the control board cover.
   c. Reapply the strip to the face of the control board.

Changing the Main Control Board

1. Remove the screw from the back covering board (image 6) and remove the cover (image 7).
2. Remove the screw from the main control board box (image 8) and remove the screw from the main control board box covering (image 9). Remove the covering.
3. Remove the four fixture screws from the main control board. Disconnect the four wires (image 10).

Note: Before disconnecting the wires, note the correct placement of each wire to ensure that each wire is properly reconnected after repairs are made (image 11).
4. Replace main control board.
   a. Connect the four wires and fasten the main control board using the four fixture screws.
   b. Fasten the screw of the main control board box covering and fasten the screw of the main control board box.
   c. Fasten the screw on the back covering.